
PRESS RELEASE SS21

/ Basha basket

Introducing the SS21 collection

TREASURES OF NATURE
With calming surfaces and a tactility which demands our presence, we have created the SS21 
collection with a focus on embracing nature and forming sensory experiences. We design 
with a raw Scandinavian expression and high aesthetic value.  

  

/ Chamfer Bar stool 65 & 75 Anthracit & Dessert, Chamfer Lounge chair Anthracit & Dessert & 
Chamfer Dining chair Anthracit & Dessert

A SUSTAINABLE DIRECTION /

Considering the environmental mark of our products has been essential in the SS21 collection, which has 

resulted in pieces with reused, recycled, and fast-growing materials. The brightly coloured Surface rug is 

made from part yarn from fishing nets and part plastic bottles found drifting around the world’s oceans; 

The Angle collection made of recycled European oak, flat packed and produced locally in Denmark and 

the Basha basket made of the rapidly growing water hyacinth. 

“To Muubs the stories behind our products are the essence. A main focus was local 
manufacturing and an environmental and sustainable approach.”

- Head of Design, Birgitte Rømer/ Surface rug - Angle bench

/ Angle dining table, bench and stool
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SOOTHING SHAPES /

Finding inspiration in nature’s own shapes and movements the Valley 
and Yake collections bring form and interesting expressions to life. 

”Nature has always been a great source of inspiration for Muubs, and 
it continues to be so. Natural shapes, materials and colours have a 
calming effect on us, and therefore we want to encourage to have more 
natural elements in your home.”

- Head of Design Birgitte Rømer 

ANGLED DETAILS / 

Defined and meticulously chosen details highlight the design of 
the new Wing cabinets in natural oak. The astonishing simplicity 
and unique angled shapes create a timeless and well-balanced 
design adding quality and beauty in its expression. The cabinets 
are designed in collaboration with the danish design studio Says 
Who. 

/ Yake collection / Valley Bowl XL

/ Wing highboard
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AN OUTDOOR OASIS /

As the season changes, and we 
look towards brighter and warmer 
weather, our focus shifts and 
we start to consider creating an 
outdoor space, which prolongs 
our time spent outside. The Riva 
outdoor furniture collection is a 
light and comfortable addition 
to the outdoor oasis creating an 
atmosphere which excudes a 
modern life. The Hanja jar adds a 
touch of roughness and tactility 
due to the burned and rustic 
surface. 

CONTACT

Marketing department
marketing@designconceptdenmark.dk 

Visit our website to experience the entire 
2021 collection. 
www.muubs.com

/ Riva collection - Hanja jars - Ruch bench

OPEN SHOWROOM 

Book an appointment 

Muubs a/s
Orebygårdvej 9
7400 Herning
Denmark

+45 96 26 03 30

/ Hanja jars - Ruch bench

/ Riva lounge chair - Hanja jars - Ruch bench / Riva sunbed

Muubs is a part of Design Concept Denmark


